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BMD 00-821

THE CHAIRPERSON:  We will now move to2

BMD 00-82.  This regards OPG's Bruce Nuclear Generating3

Station A operating licence.4

Commission members will recall that5

the first day of the hearing regarding this operating6

licence occurred on the 16th of August.7

At that time, we were requested by8

one intervenor -- that is, the Citizens for Renewable9

Energy, CFRE -- not to proceed, on the basis that they10

had received licence documents consisting of some 2011

pages, my memory tells me, only a few days before the12

Commission hearing.13

Our ruling at that time was that the14

hearing could proceed, and that was based on the fact15

that the overall regulatory requirements had not16

essentially changed.17

However, in the interest of fairness,18

the Commission did indicate that it would accept19

submissions from CFRE up to October 5th, concerning any20

differences between the proposed licence considered at21

the Board meeting on May 25th and that submitted in22

BMD 00-82A.23

Based on this ruling, the Citizens24

for Renewable Energy have requested to make a25
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presentation to us today.1

Mr. Kleinau, I want to again welcome2

you back to this Commission hearing.  We will proceed3

with BMD 00-82.5B.4

Mr. Kleinau, please.5

BMD 00-82.5B6

PRESENTATION7

MR. KLEINAU:  Thank you very much,8

Madam Chairperson and Members of the Commission.9

We really want to say how much we10

appreciate this opportunity to come back and give11

additional comments and concerns on the new licence for12

Bruce A.13

We were unable to address any of the14

issues which arose from the short-term notice of15

changes to the Bruce A licence which was up for16

renewal.  We requested the OPG documents in 2.1 and 8.117

in Appendix B, new and revised draft licence, but were18

prevented from receiving NK21-REP-08160-0003, so that19

we cannot comment on this document.20

In our submission at the initial21

consideration of the licence renewal of Bruce A,22

classified as BMD 00-82.2, we emphasized the fact that23

decommissioning as well as financial guarantees must24

have a high profile in a licence renewal.25
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The Nuclear Safety Act, the NSC Act,1

promised three years ago to give the Commission2

authority to include licence conditions for applicants3

to describe their financial guarantees and their plans4

for decommissioning at the end of the life of the5

nuclear facility -- and that is found in subsection6

24(5).7

Even though regulations permit8

licensees substantial flexibility, the regulatory9

impact analysis statement published in the Canada10

Gazette, Part 1, Volume 132, No. 41 -- and that is11

dated October 10, 1998 -- clearly points out, under12

3.1.1:13

"To the benefits quoted under14

(c) requiring financial15

guarantees will significantly16

reduce the risk that taxpayers17

will eventually have to pay18

decommissioning costs." (As19

read)20

In BMD 00-82, under S-5, page 36,21

decommissioning plans and financial guarantees, we read22

that preliminary decommissioning plans were submitted23

many years ago to comply with ACB regulatory policy24

R90.  The staff report goes on to say, however:25
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"These plans are not considered1

sufficient to serve as the basis2

for generating a financial3

guarantee.4

"Two regulatory guides, C-2065

and C-219, as mentioned in the6

references, have been prepared7

to provide guidance on8

expectations of the Commission9

with regard to financial10

guarantees and decommissioning11

plans respectively.  These12

guides will be issued in final13

form following the promulgation14

of the new act and regulations. 15

Once these guidance documents16

are issued officially, power17

reactor licensees will need to18

revise their current19

decommissioning plans and20

propose to the Commission21

financial guarantees to cover22

the projected decommissioning23

costs.24

"OPG is aware of the situation25
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and has submitted its proposed1

framework for producing a2

revised preliminary3

decommissioning plan as part of4

its licence application.5

"ACB staff has reviewed this6

proposal and finds that if7

implemented it will meet the8

intent of regulatory guide9

C-219."  (As read)10

And the emphasis is on "if11

implemented".12

We requested regulatory guide C-21913

as referred in BMD 00-82 and received the document14

classified as G-219, issued in June 2000, even though15

all other references refer to C-219.  So we are not16

sure whether the document received can be quoted.17

We have serious doubts that the18

licensee will comply with the requirements of the new19

act unless the Commission follows staff's contention.20

as quoted from BMD 00-82 page 36.21

"Once these guidance documents22

are issued officially, power23

reactor licensees will need to24

revise their current25
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decommissioning plans and1

propose to the Commission2

financial guarantees to cover3

projected decommissioning4

costs."  (As read)5

We cannot find these in the revised6

licence under the CSC Act.7

OPG recently estimated clean-up costs8

as $18.7 billion -- and that is at year 20009

currency -- and their clean-up fund stands at paltry10

$420 million.  That comes from the National Post, May11

20, 2000.  We have also seen it in a advertising12

supplement in Macleans Magazine, the October 2313

edition, where OPG states that they have set aside $42514

million in the past year, 1999, and that they are15

expecting to put aside another $450 million per year16

for the next five years.17

Just calculating that kind of18

figure -- our calculation comes to $2.5 billion.  We19

feel that that might be just enough to cover the cost20

of the Pickering A reactors, the decommissioning -- and21

that might not be too far away.22

Therefore, we really feel and think23

that it should be clear to the Commission that a24

special condition must be inserted in the revised25
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licence to protect Ontario and Canadian taxpayers from1

being taken to the cleaners.  Most of the them within a2

decade will not benefit from this type of generation.3

I just want to add here that you4

might be aware of the financial collapse of the private5

company, which was running the Swan Hills hazardous6

waste generator in Alberta.  They walked away from it.7

They said, "We can't make any money8

here.  We will just move off.  Alberta government and9

Alberta taxpayers, you are the ones to pick up the10

cost."11

There is an unbelievable amount of12

contamination, not just at the plant itself but all13

over the region adjoining to the plant.14

We sincerely hope that we have been15

able to convincingly state our position so as to bring16

this Commission not only to protect the public's17

environment to security but just as importantly its18

financial security as promised in the Nuclear Safety19

and Control Act.20

I would really thank the Commission21

for giving us this opportunity to bring this act to the22

Commission for consideration.23

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you very24

much.25
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Let me first of all say that the1

issue of decommissioning and financial guarantees for2

decommissioning is not something that this3

Commission -- let me put this another way.4

For the type of facilities such as we5

are talking about, it is absolutely essential that6

there be decommissioning plans and a form of financial7

guarantee acceptable to us.8

The question of when it becomes part9

of licensing or regulations or standards that cannot be10

avoided -- it is a matter of transition from the old11

act to the new act.  But there is nothing in the12

principles that you have outlined that this Commission13

would not agree with.  I do not think there is any14

debate over it.  But it is a matter of time.15

Did you receive by any chance -- or16

you may not have known about it -- 00-M62 -- which is17

in front of us today, not for the hearing, but for the18

meeting?19

MR. KLEINAU:  No.20

THE CHAIRPERSON:  It is titled "Staff21

Plan of Action on Financial Guarantees for22

Decommissioning".23

MR. KLEINAU:  No, Madam Chair, I did24

not receive that.25
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THE CHAIRPERSON:  It is a brand new1

one, and we will make sure that you receive that.2

Before I open it up to questioning,3

could I just verify with staff whether G-219 and C-2194

are the same -- and whether, I am not sure that there5

is any problem with being quoted.6

Can you verify that for me?7

MR. FERCH:  My name is Richard Ferch. 8

I am the Director of the Waste and Decommissioning9

Division.10

The document was originally issued11

for consultation in September 1998, and at that time it12

was entitled C-219.  It was reissued in final form as a13

regulatory guidance document in June 2000 as G-219.14

It is the same document, with very15

minor changes between the two.16

It can be quoted in the same context.17

THE CHAIRPERSON:  All right.18

Mr. Kleinau?19

MR. KLEINAU:  I just wanted to point20

out in regard to your comments that in CMD 00-M19 on21

page 11, Appendix 3, under "Financial Guarantees", it22

says here:23

"Recommended transition plan24

finalized document C-206,25
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Financial Guarantee Guide for1

Decommissioning, and G-2192

Decommissioning Planning3

Requirements for Licence4

Activities."  (As read)5

Since they have been issued and6

adopted, it goes on to say:7

"The recommended duration for8

the finalization would be until9

the first licence amendment or10

renewal following approval of11

C-206 or G-219." (As read)12

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Mr. Ferch, do you13

wish to make any comments with respect to that?14

MR. FERCH:  Yes, that is the subject15

of the presentation in CMD 00-M62.16

The first renewal will be the time at17

which the decommissioning plan to meet G-219 is18

required to be submitted.19

Under the transition provisions,20

there is then a time to review that plan, to determine21

its acceptability, to agree upon the size of the22

decommissioning costs, and at that point the financial23

guarantee requirements will be established.24

That that will be described in more25
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detail later this morning.1

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.2

I am wondering, Mr. Secretary, if you3

could provide Mr. Kleinau with 00-M62.4

MR. JACK:  Most certainly, Madam5

Chair.  He will get a copy in a few minutes time.6

If you are still here later this7

morning, Mr. Kleinau, you will be able to hear the8

discussion and presentation.9

MR. KLEINAU:  I will certainly stay10

for that.11

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.12

Dr. Giroux?13

MEMBER GIROUX:  On that very topic, I14

would add that when such a document comes up to the15

Commission it might be circulated to a number of16

intervenors that we usually meet here, such as Mr.17

Kleinau and others, who have been making comments on18

decommissioning and financial guarantees.19

In that way, they would have a chance20

to comment on them and we would have a chance to hear21

their views on that topic.22

I think it is going to be done for23

Mr. Kleinau right now, but we might even, at some time,24

want to have it on the agenda again so that we may hear25
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what other intervenors might have to say.1

Further to that, you quote a figure2

of $18 billion as clean-up costs.3

Two questions:  Does clean-up mean4

decommissioning?  Where does the number come from?5

MR. KLEINAU:  This number was quoted6

in the National Post in their May 20, 2000 edition.7

It comes from an article written8

under the topic "Canada's nuclear nabobs try to turn9

green".  It was written by Mr. Norman Ruben from Energy10

Probe.  And I am quite certain that he definitely makes11

sure that these figures are quoted and accurate.12

MEMBER GIROUX:  Maybe OPG might13

comment on the number.  Does the number come from OPG?14

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Is that no?15

MR. PRESTON:  I am not familiar with16

the number.17

MEMBER GIROUX:  Okay.  Well, do you18

have an estimate for how much?19

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Can you go to the20

microphone and the question asked was did that figure21

come from OPG, and I am sorry, what was your answer,22

Mr. Preston?23

MR. PRESTON:  The answer is that that24

number does not ring a bell with me.  We do have a25
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segregated fund that we have established for the1

purpose of decommissioning.  We have about $600 million2

that we put in that fund in the last 18 months and we3

have plans to continue to fund it at that level, going4

on in subsequent years.  I do not know what the future5

value, the MPV of that would be at the time of6

decommissioning.7

THE CHAIRPERSON:  The issue is no one8

will be able to give an accurate figure until we know9

what the decommissioning plans are to be able to10

estimate the costs and then the ongoing review of those11

costs.12

However, a cost figure must be13

accepted by the Commission in terms of looking at the14

amount of dollars that are going to be required for a15

financial guarantee.  Mr. Ferch, is that in agreement16

with --17

MR. FERCH:  Yes, that is exactly the18

basis for our transition plant.19

THE CHAIRPERSON:  So in the days20

ahead there will be discussions of the total costs and21

what is an agreed to total cost for decommissioning in22

today's dollars.23

Mr. Graham.24

MEMBER GRAHAM:  Not cost of the25
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decommissioning.  But since Mr. Preston mentioned you1

have $600 million segregated out, is that just a paper2

entry or is that money set aside in a fund and drawing3

interest and vested specifically for that and that4

money cannot be used for anything else?  Is that set up5

separately or is that just on the books as an amount?6

MR. PRESTON:  Mr. Graham, at this7

point that money is set up separately because the rules8

of that they have promulgated as to how they are to be9

handled.  In the long term we have invested that money10

in funds very similar to Canadian pension funds.11

MEMBER GRAHAM:  So it's a specific12

fund that can't be used for anything else other than13

invested?14

MR. PRESTON:  That is correct.15

MEMBER GRAHAM:  Okay.  Thank you.16

THE CHAIRPERSON:  I think that there17

is also the decision of control of those funds will18

also be guaranteed and that is a very important issue.19

Mr. Kleinau.20

MR. KLEINAU:  I just want to point21

out that we are supported in our submission by the22

Great Lakes United Coalition who are compiled of 17023

organizations all around the Great Lakes and they have24

at least 10,000 members.  We have neighbours on Lake25
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Huron, on the American side and their concern is1

greatly pointed out in this submission of Great Lakes2

United.  And also, I mean they are pointing out that in3

many cases, in cases where there has already been4

decommissioning done of reactors, the costs have been5

vastly underestimated.  So this might need to be taken6

into consideration.7

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.  I think8

what we are saying to you is that there will be updated9

decommissioning plans and there will be financial10

guarantees.  The amount of the financial guarantees11

must be based on adequate and appropriate assessment of12

what are considered to be appropriate decommissioning13

plans.  But there is an interim stage, as you know,14

between the act coming into force and when some of15

these things will be reflected in either regulatory16

documents or licensing conditions.17

So that I think there is no, as I18

said earlier, I don't think the Commissioners and19

yourself are on opposite sides of anything of this20

issue.  Is that --21

MR. KLEINAU:  I was trying to figure22

out the word "enabling."  It's an enabling document.23

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Yes.24

MR. KLEINAU:  And in my diary it says25
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that it has possibility of enforceable action.1

THE CHAIRPERSON:  That is correct. 2

We agree.3

MR. KLEINAU:  Thank you.4

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Are there any other5

questions for Mr. Kleinau?6

BMD 00-82.6A7

THE CHAIRPERSON:  We then move to BMD8

00-82.6A which is the written submission from Great9

Lakes United.  Are there any questions concerning that10

submission?  If not, thank you.11


